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About This Game
Greedy Guns is a joyful, color-filled platformer that sprinkles elements of exploration on top of excruciating challenges. This
arcadey, twin-stick shooter 5d3b920ae0
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What a refreshing game! Greedy Guns is a metroidvania shooter with couch coop gameplay. This combination is really rare,
especially on PC. The weapons are interesting and varied, and the way they interact (or don't!) with enemies keep you on your
toes. I've had a lot of fun with it and I think you will too.. I backed this game on Kickstarter and I don't regret it one bit! Really
fun mix between metroidvania-style exploration and action packed games like metal slug. The pacing is great, the art style is
really good too and they even threw in co-op multiplayer! The game can get really hard as you progress but it never becomes less
fun! Best played with a controller in my opinion.. It's such an energetic game. A joy. A festival of visual pleasures. A gameplay
only possible in videogames. A overjoyed explosion of all the senses. A continuous adrenaline pump in your brain. An emotion
ride. An homage to all great 80s and 90s action movies. The best share experience, that you can have with your pants on. A
mind field of dreams. It's a game, that I can proudly call, "a game!" I like Greedy Guns.. quot;Simple and to the point" is the
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name of the game here. If you're looking for satisfying contra-esque combat with a dash of exploration for loot, Greedy Guns is
for you. If not, you're out of luck, as it doesn't try to offer anything else. What it does attempt it executes competently. The
gunplay feels satisfying, especially after you unlock some of the later weapons. (That Rocket Launcher is godly!) The enemies
are varied and do a good job of challenging your skill with both the movement abilities and various loadouts you can equip. And
the rewards for exploring and backtracking, while not abundant, are worthwile. Sticklers may take issue with the game's sound
design and length, however. The sounds and tracks are a bit of a mixed bag, and the game is pretty short for its genre, with
replayability coming only in the form of a higher difficulty or couch co-op. Keep that in mind if you're unsure whether you are
willing to pay full price, or wait for a sale.. Loads of fun! Highly recommended if you love shooter metroidvanias.. Do you like
metal slug? In that case, you must play this game. Recommended.

New update - difficulty selection feature : Greedy Gunss new feature is the most popular request from our players. Turns out
some of us dont have the same availability we used to have back in our early gaming years. We just dont have the time to
perfect every move, to memorize each pattern, to pay every bill on time (not sure about the last one). So now Greedy Guns
comes with a DIFFICULTY SELECTION screen! Yep, youll now get to choose whether you want it EASY (in case you are
playing with the kids of course), NORMAL (as we played it and created it), HARD (if you like getting pummeled only to rise
up just like Rocky). You can select difficulty on game start and DURING the game! So dial it down a bit if you need too or
crank it up if thats your thing.. v1.01 update : First but surely not the last update! Here are the changes: added spanish
localization revised german localization texts revised french localization texts fixed the store gadget's notification appearing at
the start when it shouldn't fixed coins not spawning when using the pull ability fixed cheeky walker having more HP than the
rest on the labyrinthic swamp level fixed noisy roll from spawning on the same place as the respawning player on the caves level
before the arena more minor bug fixes. v1.05 update : Good news everyone! We now have Steam Cloud support! For all the less
exciting patch updates, you can go to Here's the full list of changes on this update: added Steam Cloud support! revised
portuguese localization texts revised french localization texts removed enemy from appearing again on the arena from the pit on
the swamp level when backtracking fixed even more blocked up paths, now the backtracking is slighty more fascinating more
minor bug fixes
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